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Condition: New. 274 x 210 mm. Language: N/A. Brand New
Book. Readers will be pleased to know that the Panzer Vor!
saga continues with this fourth volume in the mini-series!
Following on with the successful formula seen in his previous
books, the author, Frank De Sisto, presents a series of
inspirational photos of German armored vehicles in WWII. In an
age where many publishers are reprinting photos for the
umpteenth time, this book is full of fresh photos that will likely
be totally new to readers. The content includes a
commendably wide range of German vehicles, with a welcome
proportion of mainstream Panzers, including the StuG III,
Hetzer, Panzer III, IV, Panther, Tiger and King Tiger. Rarer
vehicles such as the Sturmpanzer IV and 10.5cm K (gp.Sfl.) also
make an appearance. Foreign tanks in Wehrmacht service are
also featured in glorious detail, including the Bulgarian T-11
light tank, Czech Pz.Kpfw.38(t), French Somua S-35, and
Russian T-34/76. This is a veritable feast for armor junkies
addicted to WWII tanks! As usual for Concord s Armor at War
Series , there are sixteen color plates included as a centerpiece.
These have been masterfully produced...
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This ebook is wonderful. I could comprehended every thing out of this created e ebook. I am just e ortlessly can get a
satisfaction of reading a created pdf.
-- Feder ico Nola n-- Feder ico Nola n

This ebook could be worthy of a read through, and far better than other. I am quite late in start reading this one, but
better then never. I realized this publication from my dad and i advised this publication to learn.
-- Stefa n V on-- Stefa n V on
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